Yuppie Dog is committed to providing top quality services to our customers. We offer a full range of bathing spa services with safe, non-harming products.

Because every dog is unique in its grooming needs, we use premium Isle of Dogs Canine Grooming System for our Heaven Premium Spa Baths, which are specifically designed to treat each dog’s unique coat.

We are the perfect option for in-between hair cut appointments, for dogs whose coats do not require trimming, after a particularly dirty outing, or just for the owner on the go who wants to keep their pet smelling fresh and their coat clean and free from mats, which can lead to a variety of skin and health problems.

We offer 2 types of Spa Baths, No Hassle and Heaven-Premium; both go beyond a simple tub rinse and include multiple-step treatments. Our Spa Baths include two rounds of bathing for the skin and hair, drying by hand and cool-air blowers, water, and walk breaks.

**BODY**

**No Hassle Spa Bath** - a simple soothing bath that includes:

- Brush out
- Ear cleaning
- Nail clip
- Bow or Bandana
- Cologne

Starting at $25
Heaven Spa Bath - premium bath with Isle of Dogs Canine Grooming System that includes:

- Brushing and combing of under & over coats.
- Furminator treatment option*
- Ear cleaning
- Eye cleaning
- Nail clip or grind
- Fresh Breath Treatment- teeth brushing & breath freshener
- Bow or bandana
- Cologne

Starting at $55

*Furminator Treatment - we remove the old, loose undercoat from your pet. This treatment can eliminate up to 90% if your pet’s shedding at home.

FACE

Facial- our blueberry facial helps clear eye stains, cleans and brightens your pet’s face. It can be used as a tearless face wash, and a color brightener. Perfect for white and light colored coats $15

Fresh Breath – our service safely and effectively removes plaque build-up, kills germs, and controls bad breath. Regular treatments help keep teeth clean, reducing the risk of gum disease and can add years to your pet’s life. $14

Ear Cleaning – thorough cleaning reduces build-up and helps prevent infection (plucking of hair if necessary or at owner’s request) $8

PAWS

Paw Balm – our paw balm conditions and soothes dry cracked paws and itchy hotspots. It contains infusions of certified organic botanicals such as calendula and sunflower seed oil. $8

Nail Clipping/Grinding - If your pet has difficulty with nail clippers we can provide nail grinding. This process is quick and pain-free way to trim and smooth nails. Nail Clipping $10/ Nail Grinding $14

Pawdicure – the ultimate in pampered style for your dog. Includes paw soak, balm, nail clipping/grinding, massage and polish. $25

SPA ADD-ONS

Hair Brushing Sessions - FOR BOARDING GUEST ONLY starting at $5 per session. (not furminator, nor de- matting)

De-matting - $35 per hr. (minimum charge $15)

Natural Flea Shampoo - an all-natural alternative. Add $15 minimum to any bath.

Oatmeal Shampoo – a soothing shampoo for dogs with sensitive or irritated skin. Add $12 to any bath.

M.E.D. Shampoo – a soothing antiseptic shampoo with healing agents such as aloe vera, eucalyptus oil and chamomile extracts. For dogs with severe skin allergies. Add $15 to any bath.

Anal Glands- to abstain from infection or irritation, anal glands are cleansed and expressed. $17

De-Skunk- neutralizing shampoo and spray is used to eliminate odor. Add $20 to any bath

WELLNESS

Wellness activities can complement a day at the spa! Try out some playtime before any spa treatment.

Half-Day Daycare – Playtime from 6:30am -11am prior to groom. $17

SPA RULES

1. You must read and sign and agree with our Services Agreement & Credit Card Authorization Form prior to any service.

2. Vaccines must me up to date.

For information on our grooming products:

www.iodogs.com